Can someone actually be ‘too old?’

1. What are these cartoons saying about television personality Martha Stewart appearing as a Sports Illustrated swimsuit model at the age of 81?
2. If President Joe Biden wins reelection, he would start his second term at the age of 82. Is that “too old?” Why or why not?
3. When and how is age very important in performing some job or another task?
4. A rock star who at age 20 wrote a hit song with the line “I hope I die before I get old,” just turned 78. Do you hope you get to be that old?
5. Do you resent being told you are “too young” to do something?

Between the lines
“All of us should think about good living, successful living — and not about aging. The whole aging thing is so boring.” — Martha Stewart.

Additional resources
- More by Dave Granlund
  https://www.cagle.com/author/dave-granlund/
- More by Joe Heller
  https://www.cagle.com/author/joe-heller/
- Editorial Cartoonists
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/